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ENVIRONMENTAL LAW IN THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION

Robert V. Percival*

The election of Donald J. Trump to be the 45th President of the United States understandably horrified environmentalists. During his campaign for the presidency, Trump vowed to abolish the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) and he pledged to kill EPA’s most significant new initiatives to control air and water pollution.¹ Calling climate change a “hoax,” Trump promised to “cancel” the Paris Agreement that established a new framework for global efforts to respond to this problem.²

While it is too early to predict with confidence how environmental law will fare in the Trump administration, it is clear that it will be markedly different than it would have been if Hillary Clinton had been elected President. But because Trump truly is a Washington outsider who is beholden to neither of the two major political parties, he actually may have an opportunity to craft reforms that benefit both business and the environment. Whether or not he actually will do so is anyone’s guess.

Reform, But Do Not Abolish, EPA

First, President Trump must realize that while he embraced the Tea Party’s extreme, anti-EPA rhetoric during the campaign, he did not receive a mandate to gut America’s environmental safety net. His principal opponent won the popular vote by more than 2.2 million votes.³ Trump’s victory in the Electoral College was aided by his extravagant promises to rust belt and coal-state voters, but very few of even Trump’s most ardent supporters want to see the U.S. experience the kind of air and water pollution problems that plague China.

---


---

* Robert F. Stanton Professor of Law & Director of the Environmental Law Program, University of Maryland Carey School of Law.
today.\textsuperscript{4} Air pollution is estimated to kill 1.6 million Chinese every year and it is so bad at times that airports, schools and factories have to be shut down.\textsuperscript{5} In a meeting with editors of the \textit{New York Times} on November 22, President-elect Trump stated, “Clean air is vitally important. Clean water, crystal clean water is vitally important.”\textsuperscript{6} Trump should appoint an EPA administrator who shares these sentiments and back off from his previous pledge to shut down EPA.

There is no shame from on-the-job learning, as previous presidents have done. During his 1992 presidential campaign, Arkansas governor Bill Clinton pledged to reduce the size of the White House staff by 25 percent.\textsuperscript{7} To partially fulfill this pledge, Clinton announced shortly after taking office that he was abolishing the Council on Environmental Quality (“CEQ”), a tiny agency located in the Executive Office of the President. He did not appreciate that this required an act of Congress because CEQ was established by the National Environmental Policy Act. He did not comprehend that the tiny agency had bipartisan support for its highly regarded work helping other federal agencies comply with environmental impact assessment requirements. Ultimately, Clinton’s effort to abolish CEQ failed.\textsuperscript{8}

President Trump does not have the authority to abolish EPA by executive fiat; only Congress can do so by enacting new legislation. EPA was created in 1970 by an executive order issued by President Nixon pursuant to the Reorganization Act of 1949. That Act was amended in 1977 and 1984 to require express congressional approval before an agency like EPA can be abolished.\textsuperscript{9} If Trump were foolish enough to seek legislation to abolish EPA, Democrats in the Senate, who increased their numbers to 48, can use the filibuster to block such a radical move. On November 23, Sean Spicer, a


\textsuperscript{9} EPA History, U.S. ENVTL. PROTECTION AGENCY (last visited Dec. 9, 2016), https://www.epa.gov/history.
spokesperson for Trump’s presidential transition team, stated that Trump had no plans to eliminate federal agencies. This at least is a hopeful sign.

**Appoint Agency Officials Who Care About Environmental Protection**

Nearly all the nation’s federal environmental laws were enacted during the 1970s by overwhelming, bipartisan majorities in Congress. When President Reagan took office in 1981 he moved aggressively to roll back some of these laws and appointed agency heads actively hostile toward their implementation. This generated a strong public backlash that resulted in the laws being significantly strengthened by Congress during the 1980s.

Like Trump, President Reagan had campaigned against environmental regulation. In the days before Twitter existed, Reagan opined that “trees cause more pollution than automobiles,” spawning protesters in tree costumes carrying signs saying, “Cut us down before we kill again.” Reagan appointed people widely perceived to be anti-environmental to top positions in EPA and the Department of Interior. They waged ideological wars against environmental protection that ended in scandals and forced resignations. A top EPA official was sent to jail for lying to Congress after attempts to cover up political manipulation of the new Superfund program fell apart.

To his credit, Reagan responded to these scandals by bringing back William Ruckelshaus, EPA’s first leader during the Nixon administration, to restore the agency’s credibility. He also fired Interior Secretary James Watt after he exulted that the members of a federal advisory committee overseeing efforts to expand coal leasing included “a black, a woman, two Jews and a cripple.” In today’s coarser political discourse, Watt’s comments might have gone unnoticed, but they were the last straw for an agency head who had inflamed public opinion through his aggressively anti-environmental policies.

---

(and for not letting the Beach Boys perform during a Fourth of July celebration on the National Mall).

The Reagan administration’s experience demonstrates the importance of choosing agency heads who will command bipartisan respect. There are plenty of conservatives who care about the environment whose appointments will not mire their agencies in ideological wars. President George W. Bush understood this when he selected New Jersey Governor Christie Todd Whitman to be his first EPA administrator. However, he let Vice President Richard Cheney undermine her authority when crucial environmental decisions were made. Few remember that during the 2000 presidential campaign Governor Bush promised in a major energy speech on September 29, 2000, that, if elected, he would ask Congress to adopt new legislation to limit emissions of CO$_2$, the most ubiquitous greenhouse gas.\(^\text{15}\) Shortly after President Bush took office, Whitman, after confirming that Bush stood by his pledge, told a gathering of the world’s environmental ministers on March 4, 2001 in Trieste that Bush would act to control U.S. emissions of greenhouse gases. However, when Whitman arrived back in Washington, she learned that, at the behest of Vice President Richard Cheney, Bush had repudiated his pledge on March 13, 2001.\(^\text{16}\)

In its eagerness to shift gears on climate change, the George W. Bush administration made a huge strategic error when it officially denied a long-standing petition to use the Clean Air Act to control greenhouse gas emissions. This opened the courthouse door to environmentalists and led to the U.S. Supreme Court’s landmark \textit{Massachusetts v. EPA} decision. By a 5 to 4 vote the Court held that the EPA does have the authority to regulate greenhouse gas emissions under the Clean Air Act.\(^\text{17}\) The Court held that EPA’s reasons for failing to regulate greenhouse gas emissions were based on factors not relevant under the Clean Air Act and it mandated that EPA determine whether such emissions endanger public health or welfare.

Through his political appointments President Trump can profoundly change EPA. But if he puts fierce opponents of protecting the nation’s environment and natural resources in charge of the environmental agencies, he

\(^{15}\) See BARTON GELLMAN, ANGLER: THE CHENEY VICE PRESIDENCY 82, 83 (2008).


\(^{17}\) Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 (2007).
is likely to accomplish far less than if he appoints respected conservatives who care about the environment.

**Pursue Even-Handed Regulatory Reform Rather than Windfalls for Crony Capitalists**

Like Presidents Reagan and George W. Bush, President-elect Trump will enter office after campaigning against environmental regulation. But, as noted above, the anti-regulatory zeal of the Reagan and Bush appointees often backfired and spawned even more onerous regulations. For example, President Reagan appointed a Task Force on Regulatory Relief, chaired by Vice President George H.W. Bush. This group canvassed corporate CEOs to identify regulations they wanted repealed. After petroleum refiners complained about limits on the amount of tetraethyl lead they could add to gasoline, the Reagan White House directed EPA to repeal them. 18 Despite President Reagan’s efforts to require agencies to base regulatory decisions on cost-benefit analysis, his administration did not apply these requirements to proposals to rescind regulations. Thus no cost-benefit analysis was done of the proposal to repeal the lead limits even though it would sacrifice the health of countless children for tiny cost savings.19

The proposal to rescind the lead limits generated a firestorm. Even columnist George Will, no friend to environmentalists, condemned the idea as inconsistent with conservatives’ commitment to equal opportunity. 20 Public outcry forced the Reagan administration to abandon it and even to tighten existing limits on lead. Within a few years EPA Administrator Ruckelshaus championed a new cost-benefit analysis that made a compelling case for phasing all lead out of gasoline. This produced dramatic reductions in levels of lead in children’s blood throughout the U.S. Now, emulating the U.S., virtually every country in the world has phased out leaded gasoline, generating

enormous benefits to global public health, estimated at approximately $2.3 trillion annually.21

Many of the most vocal opponents of EPA are seeking to garner temporary windfalls by forestalling inevitable market shifts toward a greener economy. When challenges to EPA’s rule requiring power plants to control mercury emissions were resolved, more than 90 percent of regulated entities already were in compliance with the rule, which had not been stayed. The only beneficiaries of the Supreme Court’s decision that EPA should perform a new study before making the regulations permanent were the owners of aging, coal-fired power plants that already were planning to shut down.

Despite politicians’ portrayal of EPA as an agency “out of control,” it is extraordinarily difficult for EPA to bring regulations into force. Regulatory targets spend enormous sums lobbying against regulations and challenging them in court. Fossil fuel interests even sued EPA over its Clean Power Plan a year before the agency adopted it.22 For reasons discussed below, the Trump EPA would be better off if it allowed existing legal challenges to EPA’s regulations to be decided in court. These include two significant EPA regulations that Trump has promised to kill—the Clean Power Plan requiring states to reduce GHG emissions from existing power plants, and the “waters of the U.S.” rule clarifying the scope of federal authority to require permits for dredging and filling wetlands.23

Follow Proper Procedures and Articulate Good Reasons for Changing Regulations

If the courts agree with the legal arguments made by opponents of EPA’s Clean Power Plan and “waters of the U.S.” rule, the Trump administration will have an easy time eliminating the rules, which will be struck down in court and never take effect (both currently are stayed pending the outcome of the legal proceedings challenging them). If the rules are upheld in court, the Trump EPA can rescind them, but it must follow proper procedures and articulate good reasons for doing so. Both rules were the product of lengthy notice-and-comment rulemakings in which the EPA considered more than 4.3 million and

1 million comments from the public, respectively. To rescind the rules, the Trump EPA will need to articulate a good reason for doing so, conduct new rulemakings, and consider public comments once again.

A new administration is entitled to reverse course and its action doing so does not trigger heightened scrutiny from reviewing courts. This is the lesson of the Supreme Court’s decision in *Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Ass’n v. State Farm.*

But the *State Farm* case also provides a powerful lesson that a new administration must have good reasons for changing course and not simply ideological opposition to federal regulation. In *State Farm* the new Reagan administration sought to rescind a regulation by the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA) that required passive restraints in new automobiles. Like the Clean Power Plan and “waters of the U.S.” rules, the passive restraint regulation had been the subject of considerable political controversy and it was bitterly opposed by the regulated industry. Chrysler CEO Lee Iacocca endorsed the notion that air bags were more suited to serve as a method of capital punishment than as safety devices. The Supreme Court ultimately observed that “the automobile industry waged the regulatory equivalent of war against the airbag and lost.”

Less than one month after taking office, the Reagan administration reopened the passive restraint rulemaking. Two months later it postponed the effective date of the passive restraint regulation and proposed its rescission. The White House Press Office announced the decision, describing it as part of a package of “economic recovery” measures. After a six-month rulemaking, NHTSA rescinded the passive restraint regulation, despite the agency’s previous estimate that it would save 12,000 lives per year and prevent more than 100,000 serious injuries annually.

When NHTSA’s decision was challenged in the D.C. Circuit, the prevailing assumption was that the judiciary’s “arbitrary and capricious” review was so toothless that it rarely could be used to overturn an agency’s decision. Instead,
The D.C. Circuit panel struck down the rescission decision by announcing a new standard of judicial review—that sudden reversals of course by an agency required heightened judicial scrutiny.27

The Supreme Court then granted review. The Justices unanimously rejected the D.C. Circuit’s conclusion that a new administration’s sudden change of course required heightened judicial scrutiny. But the Court surprised most observers by declaring NHTSA’s rescission of the rule to be arbitrary and capricious. In an opinion by Justice White, the Court held that NHTSA had “failed to present an adequate basis and explanation for rescinding the passive restraint requirement.”

What State Farm powerfully illustrates is that a new administration cannot simply impose its ideological preference for less regulation to quickly rescind a rule. The auto industry then was as vehement in its opposition to air bags as states opposing EPA’s air and water rules are now. But because the record supported the extraordinary life-saving potential of airbags, the Court held that the regulation could not be repealed without the agency coming up with a new record or a better explanation for doing so. Due to this surprising Supreme Court decision, hundreds of thousands of lives have been saved and millions of serious injuries prevented.

To be sure, the Supreme Court did not order that air bags be required. Rather it required the agency to offer a better reason for rescinding the regulation than ideological opposition to regulation. Archival research I conducted in the papers of the late Justice Thurgood Marshall revealed a memorandum from Justice White stating that for at least one aspect of its decision he doubted that NHTSA on remand “would find it too difficult to cover its tracks based on the present record.”28 A new administration could repeal the EPA rules if it has a good reason to do so. But State Farm cautions that it should not act too hastily if it wishes such a decision to withstand judicial review.

In the wake of the State Farm decision both President Reagan and Lee Iacocca eventually changed their minds about the merits of air bags. The fascinating story of how Transportation Secretary Elizabeth Dole ultimately

persuaded President Reagan that air bags should be required is told in Michael R. Lemov’s book, Car Safety Wars: One Hundred Years of Technology, Politics and Death.\(^29\) Perhaps President Trump ultimately will have a similar epiphany concerning the merits of EPA’s Clean Power Plan and “waters of the U.S.” rules.\(^30\)

**Promote American Competitiveness by Supporting the Paris Agreement**

In December 2015 the nations of the world agreed to the Paris Agreement, establishing a comprehensive, global program of action to control climate change.\(^31\) The agreement embodies intended nationally determined contributions (“INDCs”) by each country describing what it intends to do to control its greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions.\(^32\) While President Trump has no authority to “cancel” the Paris Agreement, he can withdraw the U.S. from it. Under the terms of the agreement, withdrawal notices may be submitted three years from its entry into force.\(^33\) Because the agreement entered into force on November 4, 2016, the earliest date for such a submission is November 4, 2019.\(^34\) The earliest the submission could take effect is one year later on November 4, 2020, just before the next presidential election.\(^35\)

Global efforts to respond to climate change once received bipartisan support.\(^36\) Few people realize that the U.S. Senate unanimously ratified the Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC) in October 1992, just four months after it was signed at the behest of a Republican president. To be sure, the FCCC as ratified did not require any controls on GHG emissions; instead it

\(^{29}\) Michael R. Lemov, Car Safety Wars: One Hundred Years of Technology, Politics and Death (2015).


\(^{33}\) Id.

\(^{34}\) Paris Climate Agreement to enter into force on 4 November, SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (2016), http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/blog/2016/10/paris-climate-agreement-to-enter-into-force-on-4-november/.


established a comprehensive process for negotiating them. The 1997 Kyoto Protocol did include such controls on GHG emissions from developed countries, but it later was rejected by the George W. Bush administration on the ground that it would hurt American competitiveness because it did not require rapidly developing countries like China and India to control their emissions of GHGs.

The rationale for the Kyoto Protocol only requiring controls on emissions from developed countries was that these were the countries that initially had caused the bulk of the climate change problem. Thus, the developed world should be the first to control its emissions. Yet all countries were well aware that skyrocketing emissions from rapidly developing countries eventually would have to be controlled, despite the FCCC’s concept of “common but differentiated responsibilities.” While this concept became the favorite mantra of Chinese officials resisting controls on their country’s GHG emissions, remarkable bilateral diplomacy between the U.S. and China eventually resulted in a joint announcement in November 2014 that China would cap and reduce its GHG emissions by 2028 if not sooner.

Now that he has become president-elect, Donald Trump told the New York Times that “there is some connectivity” between human activity and climate change. He also stated that he now had “an open mind” about the Paris agreement. If he truly has an open mind and is concerned about American competitiveness, President Trump ultimately should support the Paris Agreement. It is the first agreement to require all countries, developing and developed, to join in the fight against climate change. If the U.S. were to pull out of this agreement, it would spark harsh global condemnation of the U.S.

---

42 Id.
and encourage the rest of the world, and particularly developing countries, to return to binging on fossil fuels, accelerating a global climate disaster.

The Paris Agreement was the product of remarkable bilateral diplomacy between the China and the U.S., the two largest GHG emitters in the world.\textsuperscript{44} It is widely supported by U.S. businesses who want to compete in the global economy.\textsuperscript{45} It is premised on a U.S commitment simply to continue trends that already are underway, a commitment that requires no new legislation to implement. Thus, if President Trump truly is concerned about keeping American industries competitive in the global economy, he should support the Paris Agreement rather than licensing our competitors to abandon their efforts to control GHG emissions.

\textit{Conclusion}

President-elect Trump has an opportunity to transcend the political gridlock that has gripped Washington for so long. He can forge new policies that will benefit both businesses and the environment, particularly if he learns from the experiences of the Reagan and George W. Bush administrations.

\textsuperscript{44} Edward Cameron, David Wei & Samantha Harris, \textit{United States and China Lock In Paris Agreement}, THE HUFFINGTON POST (Sept. 3, 2016, 11:04 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/we-mean-business/united-states-and-china-l_b_11845740.html.

\textsuperscript{45} Sarah Parsons, \textit{Andrew Steer Tells U.S. Lawmakers: Paris Agreement Is a “Big Deal for the World; Good Deal for America.”} WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE (2016), http://www.wri.org/blog/2016/02/andrew-steer-tells-us-lawmakers-paris-agreement-%E2%80%9Cbig-deal-world-good-deal-america%E2%80%9D.